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Tracks:
Track 1: Engineering
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About University
Maharshi Dayanand University (A state Government University) came into existence by an act of the Haryana Legislative Assembly in 1976 with the objective to promote inter-disciplinary higher education and research in the fields of environmental, ecological and life sciences. The University is located at Rohtak in the state of Haryana about 75 kms from Delhi on Delhi-Hisar National Highway (NH-10). The University campus is spread over an area of over 665.44 acres. Educational and research programmes are offered through its 36 departments. Over 490 Institutions / Colleges of general education, Engineering Technology, Computer Sciences and Management Sciences are affiliated to the university.

About Institute
The University Institute of Engineering & Technology (UIET), M.D University Rohtak was established in the year 2005 with the aim of providing quality technical education in the emerging fields of Engineering & Technology. U.I.E.T has become a preferred destination for engineering education/research aspirants because of its good infrastructural/lab facilities. The Institute is also selected for the TEQIP-II grant of the World Bank Project under sub component 1.1. The Technical Education Quality Improvement Program (TEQIP) aims to upscale and support ongoing efforts of Government of India for improving the quality of technical education and enhancing the existing capacities of the institutions to become dynamic, demand driven, quality conscious, efficient and forward looking, responsive to rapid economic and technological developments occurring both at National and International levels.
A multidisciplinary field is a great option for those seeking flexibility and opportunities in multiple fields, even giving a person a competitive edge. Multidisciplinary areas platforms like conferences, etc can drive a person's career forward by preparing him with a broader set of skills. This type of conference in multidisciplinary area provides the benefit of a cross-disciplinary approach, where a person can customize his curriculum so that he learns from multiple departments and various subjects.

Hence, it can be said that it is the duty of modern education system to have an educational arena that fosters discovery, growth and most of all, keeps the flame of interest eternally ignited. Also coming from times when academic departments don’t speak to each other, opportunities are unknown, and access is scarce, it is first important to understand what exactly is this possibility of a multidisciplinary education. Thanks to the flexibility of such multidisciplinary conferences that a person indulged in it can take on various roles with high earning potential. Some important aspects of this type of conferences are:

- Learn more, at once
- Strong mentorship
- Critical thinking & problem-solving skills
- Diversify interests and opportunities
- Unique classroom experiences
- Preparing for new jobs

If a person is looking for an area that offers the flexibility to pursue multiple education disciplines or offers a customized, experiential approach to your studies, then a multidisciplinary educational area is the area which a person need.

**COURSE CONTENT & OBJECTIVE**

The faculty members of Various institutions, research scholars, PG Scholars, participants from Government, Industry (Bureaucrats/Technicians/Participants from Industry etc.) and staff of host institutions.

Last date of registration: 31/10/2022

Conference Website: www.etesm2022.com

**COURSE FEE**

For Academics - Rs. 500

Author from Corporate - Rs. 750

Selected papers will be published in UGC care list/Scopus Journal*

Limited Seats Available, Registration accepted will be on first come first serve basis.

**CERTIFICATE**

Certificate will be provided after successful completion of conference.

**ELIGIBILITY & HOW TO APPLY:**

Please send a scanned copy of duly filled registration form at etesm2022@gmail.com

**REGISTRATION FORM**


26/11/22 to 27/11/22

Name: ________________________________

Designation: __________________________

Department: __________________________

Organization/Institute: ________________

Address: ____________________________________________

Mobile/Phone No.: _________________________

Email: _________________________________

Date: _______________ Signature of applicant

______________________________

Signature of Head of institution/organisation (with date and seal)

Note: Please send a scanned copy of duly filled registration form at etesm2022@gmail.com

* Terms and Condition apply